Dragnet
Your Social Engineering Sidekick
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TEVORA
Your social engineering conversions will increase with Dragnet.
Current States of:

- OSINT
- Analytics
- S.E. Engagements
OSINT

- Manual
- Repetitive
- Fleeting when automated
Analytics

Big companies live off of it
“3 years ago I was working at a **quantitative** hedge fund when I came across a startling statistic...”

—Jeff Bezos, 1997
Analytics

You’re ignoring it
S.E. Engagements

Effective    Quick

Inexpensive

Choose Two One.
FINE SPEECH
NOW WHAT DO WE DO?
Dragnet

- OSINT
- Automation
- Machine Learning
- Open-Source
The Stack

TensorFlow

Firebase

Vue.js
Dragnet OSINT

1. Import Targets
2. Keep your hands near the wheel
Dragnet Automation

- OSINT Gathering*
- Infrastructure Deployment
- Campaign Execution
- Data Correlation
Dragnet ML

P (creds | target, template)

Predictions

DNN Classifier

Features

Template features

Target features

Pre-made Estimator

Labels

Creds / Payload = 1
Clicked = .50
Opened = .25
Not opened = 0
Dragnet ML

1. Tag your templates
2. Import prior conversion data
3. Then...
Dragnet ML

3. Say your prayers.
DEMO
What’s Next?

- Ringless Voicemail Drops
- Individual Targeting
- Distributed Vishing
- Native Mobile?!
- [Your Request Here]
Thank you!
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